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The effect of array geometry on the steering performance of ultrasound phased arrays is examined
theoretically, in order to maximize array performance under the given anatomical constraints. This
paper evaluates the performance of arrays with spherical and cylindrical geometry, determined by
using computer simulations of the pressure fields produced at various extremes of steering. The
spherical segment arrays were truncated for insertion into the rectum, and contained either annular
or linear elements. The cylindrical arrays were either flat or had a variable curvature applied along
their length. Fields were computed by dividing the array elements into many point sources. The
effectiveness of an array configuration when steered to a particular focal location was assessed by
defining a parameter,G, as the ratio of the intensity at the desired focus to the maximum intensity
of any unwanted lobes. The performance of truncated spherical arrays with annular elements was
evaluated for focal steering along the array axis~in depth, in thez direction!. When steered 15 mm
toward the source, these truncated spherical annular arrays exhibited excellent performance, with
G.5.7 for arrays containing more than 10 elements. Similarly, the spherical arrays with linear
elements performed well when steered along the array axis to the same degree, withG.7 ~for
element widths up to 3l!, though many more array elements were required. However, when these
arrays were steered 15 mm laterally, along the length of the prostate~they direction!, the value for
G fell below 1 for element widths greater than about 1.6l. It was found that the cylindrical arrays
performed much better fory-direction steering~G.4, for 60 mm arrays with an element width of
1.75 l!, but their performance was poorer when steered in thez direction ~G>4 for an element
width of 1.5l!. In order to find a compromise between these extremes, a curved cylindrical array
was examined, which was a cylindrical array with additional curvature along its length. These
curved cylindrical arrays yielded performance between that of spherical linear arrays and cylindrical
arrays, with better steering along they direction than the spherical arrays and betterz-direction
steering than the cylindrical arrays. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two diseases of the prostate, benign prostatic hyper
sia ~BPH! and cancer of the prostate~PC!, are problems tha
are increasingly afflicting our male population. The inc
dence of both conditions increases with age and conc
about these diseases is reflected in increased exposure
popular1–3 as well as in the medical literature.4 Current treat-
ment options can be fairly expensive, and are associated
a high incidence of impotence, frequent urinary incon
nence, as well as the risks associated with surg
procedures.5 Since none of these treatment options are ide
alternative therapies are currently being sought.1,4–6

In recent years, ultrasound has been increasingly inv
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tigated for use in thermal or ablative therapy.7–20 When fo-
cused, ultrasound can produce well-defined regions of th
mal necrosis for treatment of prostate disease.7,9,19–25In the
treatment of the prostate, focused ultrasound is applied v
probe inserted into the rectum, in order to minimize t
amount of intervening tissue while providing an adequ
acoustic window for treatment. This allows higher freque
cies to be used, increasing the ultrasonic absorption co
cient and resulting in more efficient heating of the treatm
region.15 Additionally, transrectal treatment avoids undesir
heating of the pelvic bone. Preliminary findings have de
onstrated that ultrasonic ablation can successfully contro
calized prostate cancer with low morbidity.19,25 This ap-
proach has been shown not to enhance metastatic spread26,27

and avoids damage to the rectal wall.28

Transrectal ultrasonic therapy of the prostate impo
geometric constraints on the transducer utilized in the tre
ment, because the ultrasound probe containing the array m
fit within the patient’s rectum. This limits the practical arra
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width. The ability to move the focal point is essential, sin
the treatment region is larger in volume than the ultraso
focus. With a steerable focus, the focus can be place
various locations in a controlled manner, in order to abl
the entire treatment volume.13,18,29,30Current devices in clini-
cal trials use a single spherical transducer with a fix
focus.16,19,20 Variation of the focal position is achieve
through mechanical movement of the transducer, and va
tion of focal depth can only be accomplished by using
different transducer with a different radius of curvature. B
cause mechanical components are subject to failure du
wear, and because changing transducers requires time bo
switch transducers and to reposition the new transducer
tive to the prostate, it would be advantageous to emplo
phased array transducer system, and steer the focus elec
cally. The phased array would offer the advantages of st
ing the focal region very rapidly with minimal mechanic
movement of the transducer and the possibility of modify
the focal size by electronic means.17,30,31These capabilities
would facilitate the efficient treatment of large tumor vo
umes. The inevitable disadvantages of phased arrays inc
the need to manufacture arrays with many small, acoustic
isolated elements; the associated large number of elect
leads, amplifiers and phasing circuits; and the existenc
unwanted lobes, including grating lobes in the field, wh
might be of sufficient intensity to cause unintended dam
to normal tissue. More intense unwanted lobes also resu
longer treatment times, as greater waiting periods betw
sonications are required in order to allow for thermal dis
pation, to prevent heat build-up in normal tissue regions.

A number of methods have been investigated in orde
improve the performance of surgical phased arrays. Th
methods have, for the most part, involved modifications
curring at the level of the array elements, for example, e
ment size randomization in linear arrays,23 adaptive aperture
techniques,32 permutations in element layout,33,34 or novel
phasing schemes.17,30,31,35A few have involved the introduc
tion of new phased array shapes, such as spherical-se
arrays36,37 and a cylindrical array.38 In this theoretical study,
a number of transducer array configurations were exam
in order to elucidate the effects of array geometry on per
mance. This was conducted with the intent of determin
which of these configurations would be optimal in terms
using the fewest elements while providing acceptable ul
sonic fields and flexible focusing capability for prosta
therapy through the rectum. Thus, the goal was not to eli
nate unwanted lobes entirely but to insure that they were
acceptably low amplitude while steering the focus over
intended range, so as to minimize unintended heating e
where in the field. To this end, only arrays containing e
ment widths larger than a wavelength were examined.
though sparsely filled, randomized spherical arrays h
been shown to be highly effective in suppressing unwan
lobes,11,12,33 the limited surface area available in transrec
prostate therapy precludes the use of a sparsely filled ar

The first transducer array examined was a trunca
spherical segment with annular elements for steering the
cus in depth along the axis of the transducer. A sec
spherical array with linear elements was investigated
3056 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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steering the focus both axially and laterally along the len
of the prostate. In order to improve steering along the len
of the prostate, a cylindrical array geometry was then exa
ined. Finally, a novel transducer array design was examin
which involved the addition of curvature along the length
the cylindrical array. This curved cylindrical array can b
considered a hybrid of the truncated spherical array and
cylindrical array. For array configurations fitting within th
geometric constraints mentioned earlier, computational s
ies were performed, in order to assess their effectivenes
delivering high intensity ultrasonic energy to specified foc
positions. The effectiveness of an array configuration wh
steered to a particular focal location was assessed by defi
a parameter,G, as the ratio of the intensity at the desire
focus to the maximum intensity of any unwanted lobes. T
focal positions employed in the studies correspond to
anticipated steering extremes required during clinical use
the array for prostate therapy.

II. METHODS

The pressure fields produced by the arrays examine
this study were calculated using the point radiator meth
which subdivides the elements of the array into subeleme
that are small enough that they produce fields approxima
that from a point radiator.39–41 The total pressure at an
given point in the field is the sum of the complex pressu
contributed from each of the subelements across the e
active surface of the array, taking into account the relat
phase of the signal applied to the transducer elemen
which the subelement belongs. The pressure field produ
by a given array configuration~geometry, element width and
element spacing! could be calculated for the focus steered
any specified location. The origin of the coordinate syst
was taken as 45 mm from the center of the array with
positivez axis directed away from the array, they axis was
directed along the length of the array and thex axis across
the array, as shown in Fig. 1. This point was chosen as
origin because it represents a typical distance between
transducer face located in the rectum and the deepest e
of the treatment region into the prostate. Additionally, t
origin corresponds to the geometric focus of the spher
arrays. Signals applied to the elements of the array w
phased so as to result in constructive interference at the
tended focal point.

The pressure field was calculated at points in the reg
of interest using the following equation:

p~x,y,z!> j
rckU0DA

2p (
array surface

e2~a1 jk !R

R
, ~1!

where the summation is over the active surface of the ar
i.e., the surface of the elements of the array,p(x,y,z) is the
total acoustic pressure at the point (x,y,z), r is the density
andc is the speed of sound of the loading medium,k is the
acoustic propagation constant~calculated fromk52p/l,
wherel is the wavelength!, U0 is the velocity amplitude of
the surface of the source in m/s@calculated from U0

5(2I 0 /rc)1/2, where I 0510 000 W/m2#, R5@(x2xs)
21(y

2ys)
21(z2zs)

2#1/2 is the distance from the center of th
3056Tan et al.: Ultrasound phased arrays for prostate treatment
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subelement of the source (xs ,ys ,zs) ~i.e., point radiator! to
the field point being calculated,DA is the area of the subele
ment, anda is the attenuation coefficient. The simulatio
were run at a frequency of 4 MHz~see Table I for paramete
values used!, which has been shown to be appropriate
this depth of treatment.42 The calculation requires that th
dimensions of the subelements be small relative to a wa
length; in these simulations the subelements were mod

FIG. 1. ~a! Truncated spherical array side view with water and tissue,~b!
truncated spherical annular array front view,~c! truncated spherical linea
array front view.
3057 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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as squares with dimensions of a tenth of a wavelength o
side. Note that each element of the array was excited w
equal amplitude, i.e., there was no apodization.

Simulations were carried out with a 10 mm water stan
off between the center of the array and a planar bound
with the tissue~at zInterface5235 mm!, as shown in Fig. 1~a!.
Thus the origin of the coordinate system, located 45 m
from the center of the array, was separated from the cente
the array by 10 mm of water, followed by 35 mm of tissu
For each point radiator-field point pair, the path in water a
in tissue was calculated in order to account for the atten
tion along the tissue portion of the path. The equation use
calculate the pressure field was thus modified:

p~x,y,z!>j
rckU0DA

2p (
array surface

e2@aWRW1aTRT1 jkRtot#

Rtot
, ~2!

whereaW is the attenuation coefficient in water,aT is the
attenuation coefficient in tissue,RW is the distance that the
beam traveled through water,RT is the distance that the
beam traveled through tissue, andRtot5RW1RT is the total
distance that the beam traveled along the straight line fr
source subelement to field point, see Fig. 1~a!.

Since the intent of this study was the fundamental co
parison of the performance of different array configuratio
not all of the detailed aspects of the sound propagation w
required. For example, the speed and density for both tis
and water were taken to be the same so that the analysis
not complicated by reflection and refraction. Additionall
the effects of nonlinear propagation were not incorporated
simplify the extensive and time consuming calculations
the fields. Studies that might be conducted in the future
volving the calculation of temperature rise associated w
the fields from these sources would need to consider non
ear propagation.

The calculations were performed using programs writ
in Visual C114.1 and executed on several Pentium-ty
personal computers. The fields were calculated for differ
cases of focal steering: no steering, steering215 mm in the
y direction~along the prostate!, and steering215 mm in the
z direction ~towards the transducer!. The transducer elemen
size~width! was varied. The array configurations and rang
of parameters examined are listed in Table II.

The performance of the arrays under each steering c
dition was assessed by first calculating the acoustic inten
at each field point, using the equationI 5p2/2rc, and then
finding the ratio of intensity at the focus to the intensity
the largest unwanted lobe,G:

G5
I focus

I max,unwanted
. ~3!

This G value provided a means to reduce the large amoun
data contained in each calculated field to a single numbe

TABLE I. Properties used for the simulations, all at 4 MHz.

Material Density~kg/m3! Speed~m/s! Absorption coefficient~cm21!

Water 1000 1500 0
Tissue 1000 1500 0.3224
3057Tan et al.: Ultrasound phased arrays for prostate treatment
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TABLE II. Configurations and ranges of array parameters.

Array
geometry

Element
description

Element
gap

Focal
location~s! Parameter~s! varied

TSA Annular
equal area

1/2 l ~0,0,215! Number of elements: 6 to 14

TSL Linear 1/2l ~0,0,0! ~a! Element width: 1 to 3l
~0,215,0!
~0,0,215!

~b! Number of elements inx:
2, 4, 6, 12, 24

Cylindrical Linear 1/2l ~0,0,0! ~a! Element width: 1 to 3l
~0,215,0! ~b! Array length: 40, 50, or 60 mm
~0,0,215!

Curved Linear 1/2l ~0,0,0! ~a! Element width: 1 to 3l
cylindrical ~0,215,0! ~b! Array length: 50 or 60 mm

~0,0,215! ~c! Radius of array curvature:
50, 60, 75, or 90 mm
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facilitate comparison among the numerous arrays and s
ing conditions. Although no thermal calculations were do
as a part of this study, it is the authors’ opinion that aG
value of 4 or greater would be sufficient to prevent un
tended damage to normal tissue, when used in conjunc
with a properly planned therapy regimen and active re
wall cooling.

The fields produced by the arrays were initially inves
gated at a low spatial resolution~1 mm58/3 l!. This resulted
in irregular ~nonmonotonic! behavior of theG values as a
function of the element size.43 Since this phenomenon wa
discovered, simulations with higher spatial resolution~0.25
mm52/3 l! of the field have been performed, with the sp
tial resolution being limited by the practical consideration
simulation time. The results of these higher-resolution sim
lations did not show these irregularities and are presen
here.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Truncated spherical annular „TSA… array

The truncated spherical annular~TSA! array consisted of
a truncated spherical shell divided into annular elements
equal area, with a gapl/2 wide between adjacent elemen
A center region of 8 mm diameter was considered inactive
it was reserved for an imaging transducer, see Fig. 1~b!. The
spherical shell had a 45 mm radius of curvature, with a f
diameter of 40 mm which was truncated in thex direction to
a width of 22 mm to allow passage through the rectum,
has been done for fixed focus transducers currently use
Focus Surgery, Inc.,20 as well as in the studies by Curie
et al.44 and Chapelonet al.7 The spherical design, first pro
posed by Ebbini and Cain,36 has the advantage of possessi
a geometric focus, but the phase of signals applied to
transducer elements can be varied in order to steer the f
electronically from the geometric focus along the transdu
axis, thez direction.

In Fig. 2 the results of steering to~0,0,215! mm is
shown for annular arrays containing various numbers of
ements. An annular array of 6 annuli performed very poo
the unwanted lobes in the field were numerous and alm
oc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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the same intensity as the intended focus. An annular arra
8 annuli displayed improved performance, with a clearly d
cernable focus and aG value of 2.4. With 10 annuli, theG
value increased to 5.7~well above theG.4 criterion!, which
would provide adequate performance for clinical applicatio

Truncated spherical annular arrays with different dime
sions and operating frequency were investigated earlier
Chapelonet al.7 When the simulation parameters were mo
fied to match those used by Chapelonet al., the results
agreed closely with theirs, supporting the validity of th
present calculations.

B. Truncated spherical linear „TSL… array

The truncated spherical linear~TSL! array consisted of a
truncated spherical shell transducer as used for the TSA
ray except that the transducer was divided into linear e
ments along they direction with gaps~l/2 width! between
the elements, see Fig. 1~c!. In addition, these linear elemen
were divided into six elements in thex direction, as indicated
by the ‘‘subdivision’’ lines in the figure. This was require
because, for these curved transducers, the appropriate p

FIG. 2. Ratio of intensity at the focus to intensity of the maximum u
wanted lobe versus number of elements for the annular array steere
~0,0,215!. Tissue was present and the gap between elements was 0.5l for
all these calculations.
3058Tan et al.: Ultrasound phased arrays for prostate treatment
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for steering also varies along thex direction. This study
showed six elements in thex direction ~symmetric elements
in the 1 and 2x directions have a common phase! were
adequate for the steering desired and results shown ar
this case only. This was the first design used to investig
the feasibility of focal steering in both they andz directions.

Focal steering in thex direction was attempted usin
different numbers of subdivisions in thex direction ~6, 12,
and 24!. The G values were extremely low even when 2
subdivisions were used~resulting in a very large number o
elements in the array! and the beam could only be steered
mm off center. Based on these results, the current study
limited to examination of steering in only they andz direc-
tions for all arrays studied.

Typical intensity field plots produced by the TSL arra
with an element width ofl are shown in they–z plane in
Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. When the array was focused at its geomet
focus the unwanted lobe intensities were found to be m
lower than the intensity at the focus~theG values were very
large! as seen in Fig. 3~a!. When the focus was steered
~0,215,0! mm, Fig. 3~b!, significant unwanted lobes ap
peared, even for the smaller element widths~l in this case!.
Better performance was obtained when steering to~0,0,215!
mm; unwanted lobes can barely be seen in Fig. 3~c! Thex–z
plane was also examined and it was found that unwan
grating lobes did appear as the array was steered in tz
direction. However, these lobes were very close to the foc
so that they had the desirable effect of enlarging the fo
region in this direction, which would decrease treatm
time. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper theG value is
based on an examination of unwanted lobes appearing in
y–z plane.

Results in terms of the value forG versus the elemen
width for the TSL array, unsteered and steered to~0,215,0!
and ~0,0,215! mm, are shown in Fig. 4. These results sho
that G decreased as the element width increased when
focus was steered away from the geometric focus. When
focus was not steered away from the geometric focus,~0,0,0!
mm, the performance was superb, even at the larger elem
widths. In fact, the performance was approximately the sa
for all element widths examined. This makes sense sin
when the specified focus coincided with the geometric foc
the array geometry dictated the focal position, and the ph
ing of the elements played no role. From the results for ste
ing to ~0,0,215! mm ~i.e., decreasing the depth of the foc
by 15 mm!, it is apparent that the value forG was much
greater than its value for steering the same distance in ty
direction. TheG value stayed above 7 for all element widt
up to 3l, resulting in performance that was quite accepta
even at larger element widths. When steering to~0,215,0!
mm, the value forG was low for all element widths, falling
below 1 for element widths greater than about 1.6l, which
was clearly unacceptable. Thus the performance of the T
array was very poor when steered in they direction, along
the prostate, making it clearly unsuitable for steering in
y–z plane.

A 1.5 D phased array of a similar form was investigat
by Curiel et al.44 Their array differed in dimensions and op
erating frequency, and, in the 1.5 D array, gaps were pre
3059 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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between all of the elements except the central pairs, and
elements were of equal area. In agreement with this stu
Curiel et al. concluded that having five elements in thex
direction ~achieved by combining the two middle elemen
of the TSL array into one! was necessary for adequate ste
ing in they andz directions, and did not attempt to steer
thex direction. However, their calculations differed from th

FIG. 3. Intensity as a function of field position for a TSL array with 1l
wide elements, 0.5l gap between elements in they direction, and 6 ele-
ments in thex direction.~a! With no steering;~b! steered to~0,215,0! mm,
~c! steered to~0,0,215! mm.
3059Tan et al.: Ultrasound phased arrays for prostate treatment
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study in that no tissue was included in their simulation, a
the steering extremes were limited to 10 mm from the g
metric focus. Another important difference was that they
tempted to steer the focus deeper in thez direction than the
geometric focus, whereas in this study it was found that
performance degraded rapidly when this was attemp
However, overall, the results obtained with the TSL arr
were in good agreement with their results.

C. Cylindrical array

The cylindrical array provided a line focus along they
direction. Note that the origin of the coordinate system
studies involving this array was located on the geometric
focus~i.e., 45 mm away from the center of the array in thez
direction!, and centered on the array in they direction, see
Fig. 5. The cylindrical array had a width of 22 mm to allo
access through the rectum, and the length was varied from
mm to 60 mm. As with the TSL array, six elements we
present along thex direction, as delineated by the ‘‘subdiv
sions’’ in the figure, in order to improve the focal steering

FIG. 4. G versus the element width for the TSL array focused at~0,0,0!,
~0,215,0! mm, and~0,0,215! mm.
3060 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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Figure 6~a! shows that, for no steering, the value ofG
decreased steadily as the element width increased. ThG
value stayed above 4 for element widths of up to 1.75l. The
use of larger array lengths appeared to have very little ef
on G in this case, especially at larger element sizes, wh
the performance of arrays of different lengths was indist
guishable. In comparing these results to those obtained
the TSL array, the cylindrical array was seen to perfo
more poorly when the focus was not steered away from
origin. This was because, unlike a spherical array, the cy
drical array produced a geometric line focus rather tha
point focus, and therefore required phasing of its element
order to produce a point focus at the origin. This also led
the fact that the performance of the cylindrical array show
a definite dependence on element size.

TheG values that resulted from steering the focus of t
cylindrical array to~0,215,0! mm are shown in Fig 6~b!. In
comparing these results to previous results obtained for
truncated spherical shell array~Fig. 4!, the cylindrical array
performed better when steered in they direction, staying
above 1 for all element widths examined. Furthermore, as
length of the array increased, there was a steady impro
ment in the performance of the cylindrical array. In fact, t
G value stayed above 4 for the 60 mm arrays for elem
widths up to 1.75l.

However, the performance of the cylindrical array w
much poorer than that for the truncated spherical linear a
when steered in thez direction, see Fig. 6~c!. This was due to
the existence of much larger unwanted lobes than were
hibited for the truncated spherical arrays. Relative to ear
results with the TSL arrays~where G.7 for all element
widths examined!, the cylindrical shell displayed a drasti
and disappointing decrease in performance when the fo
was steered in thez direction. TheG value fell below 4 for
element widths greater than 1.5l. Increasing the length o
the array appeared to provide only a minimal improvem
in performance, which disappeared at larger element siz

Thus, it was found that the cylindrical array, whi
FIG. 5. Side view of cylindrical transducer array.
3060Tan et al.: Ultrasound phased arrays for prostate treatment
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showing some improvement in steering in they direction,
especially with increased array length, exhibited a dra
increase in the intensity level of unwanted lobes while ste
ing in thez direction.

At this point, two transducer array geometries had be
examined, which represented opposite extremes of a par
lar geometric spectrum. The spherical array, with equal c
vature in thex andy directions, behaved poorly when steer
in the y direction but performed well when steered in thez
direction. On the other hand, the cylindrical array, which h
no curvature in they direction, exhibited improved behavio
when steered in they direction but performed much mor

FIG. 6. G versus the element width for the cylindrical array with tiss
present focused at~0,0,0! mm ~a!, ~0,215,0! mm ~b!, and~0,0,215! mm ~c!.
3061 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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poorly when steered in thez direction. The cylindrical array
had the additional advantage that its length could be
creased, improving its performance when steered in thy
direction. Even though these results might have been
pected, the present analysis shows just how much per
mance degrades for the particular array size and config
tion.

D. Curved cylindrical „CC… array

The performance of a curved cylindrical~CC! array was
examined as a compromise between the spherical and c
drical arrays. This array, as shown in Fig. 7, was a cylind
cal array that had curvature added in they direction. When
the radius of curvature of the CC array in they direction
equaled the radius of curvature in thex direction, the result
was an array geometry similar to, but not exactly the sa
as, a truncated spherical array. With an infinite radius
curvature in they direction, a cylindrical array was obtained
The effects on array performance of varying the radius
curvature in they direction and the array length were inve
tigated. The maximum length of the array was determined
the curvature in they direction, since the ends of the arra
would eventually extend into the tissue, which was unacce
able. The smaller the radius of curvature, the shorter
maximum array length that could be used.

Figures 8~a!–~c! show the values forG as a function of
element width, for curved cylindrical arrays for just one
the lengths investigated~50 mm! and for four different radii
of curvature~50, 60, 75, and 90 mm!. Note that the 50 mm
radius of curvature corresponds to the greatest amoun
curvature, most like a spherical array, while the 90 mm
dius of curvature corresponds to a more gently curved, fla
array, most like a cylindrical array.

In Fig. 8~a!, theG value is plotted against element widt
with the focus located at the origin, for 50 mm length arra
of varying curvature. As with the cylindrical array, since th
curved cylindrical array lacked a geometric point focu
phasing of the elements was required for focusing at
origin, and therefore performance decreased with increa
element size. It is also apparent that performance~G value!
decreased with increasing radius of curvature. Since
larger radius of curvature corresponded to a flatter arr
these results agree quite well with the previous conclus
that the performance of the flat cylindrical array was infer
to that of the spherical array when the focus was located
the origin. Also, for the same radius of curvature, theG
values for 60 mm length arrays~not shown in Fig. 8! were
slightly lower than those for the 50 mm length arrays, sho
ing a modest decrease in performance with increased a
length. In comparing Fig. 8~a! with Fig. 6~a!, there was a
definite improvement in performance of the CC array ov
that of the cylindrical array, especially for arrays with shor
radii of curvature, whose performance exceeded even tha
the TSL array for small element sizes. In all cases examin
the G value remained above 4, even for the largest elem
widths examined.

The results obtained when steering the curved cylind
cal array to~0,215,0! mm are shown in Fig. 8~b!. There was
a modest improvement in performance with increasing rad
3061Tan et al.: Ultrasound phased arrays for prostate treatment



FIG. 7. Diagram of the curved cylindrical~CC! array.
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of curvature. These results agreed with the conclusion
the flatter cylindrical array performed better than the tru
cated spherical array when steered to~0,215,0! mm. Also,
the G values for the 60 mm array length curves, not show
were higher than for the corresponding 50 mm array len
curves, indicating improved performance with increas
length, a characteristic which was also seen with the cy
drical array. Although the performance in all cases was
as good as with the cylindrical array of the same length
was consistently better than that of the truncated sphe
array, sinceG values stay above 1 for element widths
great as 2.25l. However,G values above 4 were obtaine
only for element widths less than 1.25l.

Figure 8~c! contains results obtained when the CC arr
was steered to~0,0,215! mm. Here, a trend opposite to th
seen when steering in they direction occurs. Performanc
generally decreased with increasing radius of curvatu
These results agree quite well with the earlier conclusion
the spherical array performed better than the cylindrical ar
when steered in thez direction. Improved performance wa
obtained when the array length was increased from 50 mm
60 mm @not shown in Fig. 8~c!#, for the same radius of cur
vature. The performance in all cases was not nearly as g
as with the truncated spherical arrays; however, it was c
sistently better than that of the cylindrical array, especially
larger element widths. In this case,G values above 4 can b
achieved at all curvatures for element widths up to 2l.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of the variation inG value with element size
and geometry was conducted, with aG value greater than 4
as a cutoff for clinical applicability. The TSA array was ab
to electronically steer effectively in thez direction even with
a small number of elements~G.4 for 10 elements!. How-
ever, mechanical steering would still be required to move
focus in thex andy directions.

The TSL array was examined as a possible design
provide steering in they and z directions.~Rotation of the
3062 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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array would still be necessary for steering in thex direction.!
Like the TSA array, it was found to perform superbly whe
steered in thez direction. However, it performed poorly fo
steering in they direction.

These results suggest that it is not possible to avoid
chanical steering of transducer arrays along the length of
prostate for transrectal treatment using the truncated sph
cal array geometry investigated. However, probe repla
ment during treatment to vary the depth of the focus can
eliminated from current treatments by using either the T
or TSL arrays. The TSA array would be used for this pu
pose because it contains far fewer elements.

Results with the TSL array led to the consideration
using cylindrical arrays. The cylindrical array exhibited im
proved steering in they direction, relative to the truncate
spherical array. However, its performance when steered
the z direction was drastically reduced, relative to the tru
cated spherical array. Also, taking advantage of the ability
increase the length of the array improved results fory direc-
tion steering, and provided minimal improvement forz direc-
tion steering.

The curved cylindrical array was devised as a comp
mise, in order to take advantage of the best features of
spherical and cylindrical arrays. As hoped, the performa
of the curved cylindrical array in all cases was between t
of the truncated spherical array and the cylindrical arr
Because of its variable curvature and length, the curved
lindrical array design may be optimized for steering in bo
the y andz directions.

In light of the G.4 criterion, it would appear that, o
the geometries examined, both the 50 mm and 60 mm cy
drical arrays would satisfy this criterion for all focal steerin
cases examined with element widths as large as 1.5l. This
was mainly due to superior performance when steering in
y direction, which was the worst steering scenario for t
other two array geometries.

This study has investigated the effects of overall ar
geometry on array performance. In order to further impro
the performance of the arrays, a number of other meth
3062Tan et al.: Ultrasound phased arrays for prostate treatment
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may be employed. The randomization of element sizes m
be used to decrease the intensity of unwanted lobes.23 Use of
only the portion of the array that contributes most directly
the intended focus can improve results by diminishing
amount of energy going into unwanted lobes.32
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FIG. 8. G versus the element width for the CC array focused at~0,0,0! mm
~a!, ~0,215,0! mm ~b!, ~0,0,215! mm ~c!, with tissue present. Results ar
shown for a 50 mm length and different curvatures in they direction.
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